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Abstract
A new relativistic method based on the Dirac equation for calculating fully differential cross sections for
ionization in ion-atom collisions is developed. The method is applied to ionization of the atomic hydrogen
by antiproton impact, as a non-relativistic benchmark. The fully differential, as well as various doubly
and singly differential cross sections for ionization are presented. The role of the interaction between the
projectile and the target nucleus is discussed. Several discrepancies in available theoretical predictions
are resolved. The relativistic effects are studied for ionization of hydrogenlike xenon ion under the impact
of carbon nuclei.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ionization in ion-atom collisions is of fundamental importance for atomic physics. Within the
modern “Reaction Microscope” techniques [1, 2], it is possible to experimentally investigate ion-
ization dynamics at the differential level. The measured fully differential cross sections (FDCS)
for ionization being a stringent test of theory stimulate theoretical studies of collisions of ions with
atoms and molecules.
Up to date the FDCS for ionization have been successfully measured in collisions involving light
targets such as helium [3–5], lithium [6, 7], and molecular hydrogen [8, 9]. For these targets,
non-relativistic theoretical treatment is sufficient. However, for heavy targets relativistic effects
cannot be neglected, and appropriate target description is required. We note that the relativistic
effects induced by fast nuclear motion were investigated for FDCS in the 100 MeV/u C6+-He
collision in Refs. [10, 11]. The Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) being constructed
in Darmstadt (Germany) [12] will be able to provide heavy ions up to bare uranium and has an
extensive scientific program aimed at the research of heavy-ion collision dynamics.
At the same time, we would like to point out promising plans for antiproton research at the
FAIR [13] and the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) [14]. Experimental and
theoretical studies of ionization processes in collisions of antiprotons with atoms and molecules
have been recently reviewed [15]. Despite of the lack of the experimental FDCS, the essentially
non-relativistic antiproton-hydrogen collision serves as an ideal benchmark to various theories.
This is due to the absence of the charged-transfer channel, in contrast to the collisions with
protons, and absence of the electron correlations, in contrast to the electron-impact or multi-
electron-target ionization.
The perturbative calculations of FDCS for ionization in antiproton-hydrogen collision have
been performed in Refs. [16–18]. Recently these FDCS have also been studied by several non-
perturbative methods [19–23]. Firstly, McGovern et al. [19, 20] developed a method for extracting
the FDCS from an impact-parameter treatment of the collision within a coupled pseudostate
(CP) formalism. Later, Abdurakhmanov et al. [21] worked out the fully quantal time-independent
convergent-close-coupling (QM-CCC) approach to differential ionization studies in ion-atom colli-
sions. Recently, Ciappina et al. [22] applied the time-dependent close-coupling (TDCC) technique
to investigate the role of the nucleus-nucleus interaction in the FDCS. Afterwards, Abdurakhmanov
et al. [23] used the semiclassical wave-packet convergent-close-coupling (WP-CCC) method to ex-
amine the FDCS. We also would like to mention the recent paper by Sarkadi and Gulya´s [24],
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where the FDCS were investigated using the classical-trajectory Monte Carlo method.
In this contribution, we present a relativistic single-center semiclassical coupled-channel approach
based on the Dirac equation to calculation FDCS for ionization in ion-atom collisions. The basis
of target pseudostates is used for the scattering wave function expansion. These pseudostates
representing bound states as well as discretized positive- and negative-energy Dirac continua are
obtained by diagonalization of the target Hamiltonian utilizing B-splines. B-splines were intro-
duced in atomic physics calculations in 1970s and are broadly used in various problems (see, e.g.,
reviews [25, 26]). In particular, the B-spline expansion has already been applied to calculate the
total ionization cross sections in antiproton-hydrogen collisions in Refs. [27, 28]. We report the
results of the developed method application to the problem of antiproton-impact ionization of
atomic hydrogen, where noticeable disagreements in available theoretical predictions exist. We
also report the total ionization probabilities of hydrogenlike xenon ion under the impact of carbon
nuclei to demonstrate importance of the relativistic effects.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the relativistic method is described. Details of the
calculations are given in Sec. III A. The results for the p¯-H and C6+-Xe53+ collisions are presented
in Secs. III B and III C, respectively. In Sec. IV we give the conclusions. Atomic units (a.u.)
~ = e = me = 1 are used throughout the paper unless otherwise stated.
II. THEORY
A. Time-dependent Dirac equation in a finite basis set
We consider the collision of a one-active-electron target with a bare projectile. Within the
semiclassical approximation, we treat the nuclei as sources of an external time-dependent potential.
Thus the many-particle problem is reduced to the motion of the relativistic electron in a two-
center time-dependent potential. The electron dynamics is described by the time-dependent Dirac
equation,
i
∂Ψ(r, t,R)
∂t
= H(t)Ψ(r, t,R), (1)
where the total Hamiltonian of the system is the sum of the free relativistic Dirac Hamiltonian
and the interactions between the active electron with the target atom and the projectile, and is
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given by
H(t) = H0 + VP(t), (2)
H0 = c(α · p) + (β − 1)c2 + VT, (3)
where α and β are the Dirac matrices. Let us assume that the target is located at the origin,
while the projectile moves along a straight-line trajectory R = b + vt with the constant velocity
v and at the impact parameter b, so that b · v = 0. Then the total two-center potential V (r, t) is
written as
V (r, t) = VT(r) + VP(|r −R(t)|). (4)
We note that the potential V (r, t) does not include the interaction between the target nucleus and
the projectile. This nucleus-nucleus (NN) interaction does not affect cross sections, which are not
differential in the scattered projectile variables. For cross sections, which are differential in these
variables, it can be taken into account by a phase transformation in Eq. (1). The target potential
VT consists of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus Vnucl and the screening potential of the passive
electrons Vscr,
VT = Vnucl + Vscr. (5)
The finite nuclear size effects are incorporated in Vnucl using an appropriate nuclear charge distri-
bution. The local screening potential of the passive electrons Vscr can be obtained using various
approximate methods.
To solve Eq. (1), we expand the time-dependent wave function Ψ(r, t,R) over a finite basis set,
Ψ(r, t,R) =
∑
a
Ca(t, b)e
−iεatϕa(r), (6)
where the basis functions ϕa are orthonormal and obtained by diagonalization of the stationary
atomic Hamiltonian H0 employing B-splines [29, 30],
〈ϕa|H0|ϕa〉 = εa, 〈ϕa|ϕb〉 = δab. (7)
Since the target potential VT(r) possesses the spherical symmetry, the basis function ϕa(r) may
be represented as the bispinor ϕnaκaµa(r) with a given principal quantum number na, angular
momentum-parity quantum number κa = (−1)la+ja+1/2(ja + 1/2), and angular momentum projec-
tion on the z-axis µa,
ϕa(r) ≡ ϕnaκaµa(r) =
1
r
 Gnaκa(r)χκaµa(rˆ)
i Fnaκa(r)χ−κaµa(rˆ)
 , (8)
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where Gnaκa(r) and Fnaκa(r) are the large and small radial components, respectively, and χκaµa(rˆ)
are the spherical spinors, and rˆ = r/r [31]. In the following, we assume that the z-axis is directed
along the vector v.
The basis functions ϕa represent bound states, positive-energy, as well as negative-energy Dirac
continuum. Moreover, for low-lying bound states they are very close to the exact ones. Their
quality and overall number depends on the size of the B-spline basis set. We note that due to
using the dual-kinetic-balance approach [32], the basis set is free from the so-called spurious states,
which may arise in a finite-basis-set representation of the Dirac equation [33].
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (1), one derives the set of coupled-channel equations for the expansion
coefficients,
i
dCa(t, b)
dt
=
∑
b
Cb(t, b)e
i(εa−εb)t〈ϕa|VP|ϕb〉 (9)
with the initial conditions corresponding to the initial active electron state i,
Ca(t→ −∞, b) = δai. (10)
It should be noted that the atomic-like basis set centered at the target does not allow for the explicit
description of charge transfer processes. So the method is reliable, if the charge transfer processes
are minor compared to the direct ionization ones. This condition is met for fast projectiles,
relatively (compared to the target) light projectiles, and projectiles without electron bound states.
From the properties of the matrix element Vab(R) ≡ 〈ϕa|VP|ϕb〉 under rotation around the z-axis,
it follows that
Vab(R) = V˜ab(t, b)e
i(µb−µa)φb , (11)
where φb is the azimuthal angle of b. Then the dependence of the expansion coefficient Ca(t, b) on
φb can also be factorized,
Ca(t, b) = C˜a(t, b)e
i(µi−µa)φb , (12)
where C˜a(t, b) satisfies the system
i
dC˜a(t, b)
dt
=
∑
b
C˜b(t, b)e
i(εa−εb)tV˜ab(t, b) (13)
with the initial conditions
C˜a(t→ −∞, b) = δai. (14)
To evaluate the matrix elements, it is convenient to reexpand the potential of the projectile to
the target position, where the basis functions are centered. If the finite nuclear size effect for the
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projectile is neglected, the reexpansion of its Coulomb potential can be done analytically [34],
− ZP|r −R| = −
ZP
r>
∞∑
l=0
(
r<
r>
)l l∑
m=−l
C lm(rˆ)C
l∗
m(Rˆ), (15)
where r< and r> are the minimum and maximum values of (r, R), respectively, and C
l
m denotes
the spherical tensor, which is related to the spherical harmonic Ylm as
C lm(rˆ) =
√
4pi
2l + 1
Ylm(rˆ). (16)
Thus the matrix element V˜ab may be represented in the following form:
V˜ab(t, b) ≡ V˜naκaµanbκbµb(t, b) =
∑
lm
Rlnaκanbκb(t, b)A
lm
κaµaκbµb
C l∗m(arccot vt/b, 0), (17)
where the radial part is given by
Rlnaκanbκb = −ZP
∫ ∞
0
dr
1
r>
(
r<
r>
)l [
Gnaκa(r)Gnbκb(r) + Fnaκa(r)Fnbκb(r)
]
, (18)
and the angular part is the so-called relativistic Gaunt coefficient,
Almκaµaκbµb = 〈χκaµa|C lm|χκbµb〉 = glm(jaµa; jbµb). (19)
It may be expressed through the 3j-symbols as
glm(jaµa; jbµb) = (−1) 12+µa
√
(2ja + 1)(2jb + 1)
ja l jb
1
2
0 −1
2
 ja l jb
−µa m µb
 , (20a)
where la + lb + l should be even number, otherwise
glm(jaµa; jbµb) = 0. (20b)
The commonly used non-relativistic Gaunt coefficient is proportional to the well-known integral
of three spherical harmonics [34].
We note that here the matrix elements are calculated in the laboratory reference frame. From
the computational point of view, this is not the most efficient way. There are two alternative
possibilities. One may calculate them in the local reference frame, where z-axis is parallel to the
internuclear vector R at each time moment. Then one should either rotate these matrix elements
from the local to the laboratory reference frame using the Wigner D-functions (see, e.g., Ref. [35]),
or rewrite the time-dependent equation (1) in this local rotating reference frame. Since the rotating
reference frame is non-inertial, an additional term arises in the Hamiltonian (2) (see, e.g., Ref. [36]).
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We also would like to mention the symmetry properties of the matrix elements, which can be used
for their calculation and storage:
V˜naκa−µanbκb−µb = (−1)(jb+lb+µb−ja−la−µa)V˜naκaµanbκbµb . (21)
The system of equations (13) may be rewritten in the matrix form,
i
dC˜
dt
= MC˜, Mab = e
i(εa−εb)tV˜ab, (22)
where C˜ is the vector incorporating the expansion coefficients C˜a. To solve Eq. (22), we use the
short iterative Lanczos propagator [37, 38]. It is an exponential-type propagator, where the matrix
exponential is approximated in the Krylov subspace [39]. The Lanczos propagation is a standard
procedure widely used in various chemical and physical calculations [40, 41].
B. Cross sections
The total ionization probability is calculated as the following sum over the positive-energy basis
states:
Pion(b) = Pion(b) =
(εa>0)∑
a
|C˜a(t→∞, b)|2. (23)
An alternative method used in Refs. [19, 42], where the summation runs over all basis states and
for each of them the overlap with the positive-energy continuum is taken into account, gives almost
the same results in a sufficiently large basis set.
The total ionization cross section follows from
σion =
∫
dbPion(b) = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
db b Pion(b). (24)
Using the Stieltjes technique for every symmetry κa, we are also able to calculate partial transition
probabilities differential in the energy of the electron [43],
dP κatr
dε
(
εκana+1 + ε
κa
na
2
, b
)
=
1
2
P κana+1(b) + P
κa
na (b)
εκana+1 − εκana
, P κana (b) =
∑
µa
|C˜naκaµa(t→∞, b)|2. (25)
After interpolation of the partial probabilities on a common energy grid, summation over the
symmetries and integration over the impact parameter, one obtains the single differential cross
section for the transition,
dσtr
dε
= 2pi
∫ ∞
0
db b
∑
κa
dP κatr (b)
dε
. (26)
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We note that the energies εa ≡ εκana are obtained by diagonalization of the stationary atomic
Hamiltonian H0 in the finite B-spline set (see Eq. (7)) and can not be chosen arbitrary. Moreover,
basis functions ϕa with energy εa near the ionization threshold have a similar behavior for positive
and negative values of energy εa. Thus Eq. (25) can be used for εa < 0 as well, giving in this
case the excitation probability into an energy interval, in contrast to the differential ionization
probability for εa > 0.
We proceed with evaluation of the probability of the electron ejection in a given direction. The
spherical-wave decomposition of the outgoing continuum electron wave function Ψ
(−)
εpˆµs
(r) with a
given asymptotic momentum p and spin projection at the z-axis µs is [44]
Ψ
(−)
εpˆµs
(r) =
∑
κµm
il e−i∆κ Cjµ
lm, 1
2
µs
Y ∗lm(pˆ)ψεκµ(r), (27)
where Cjµ
lm, 1
2
µs
is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, ψεκµ is the Dirac partial wave, and ∆κ is the
difference between the asymptotic large-distance phase of the Dirac-Coulomb solution and the free
Dirac solution [31]. The Dirac partial wave ψεκµ with a given energy ε, angular momentum-parity
quantum number κ, and angular momentum projection µ is represented by
ψεκµ(r) =
1
r
 Gεκ(r)χκµ(rˆ)
i Fεκ(r)χ−κµ(rˆ)
 , (28)
and normalized on the energy scale,
〈ψεκµ|ψε′κµ〉 = δ(ε− ε′). (29)
The radial components Gεκ and Fεκ of the wave function ψεκµ and the phase shift ∆κ are obtained
using the RADIAL package [45]. In contrast to the energies εa used in Eq. (25), ε may be chosen
arbitrary. Note that since we quantize the spin of the ejected electron in the direction of the z-
axis, the summation over µs = ±1/2 is required in final expressions for observables. Alternatively,
one may quantize the spin of the ejected electron in the direction of its propagation. Then the
components with different projections (helicities) can be obtained and, in principle, measured.
The transition amplitude T µs(ε, θe, φe, b, φb) is obtained projecting the wave function Ψ(r, t,R) on
the wave function Ψ
(−)
εpˆµs
(r) at the asymptotic time,
T µs(ε, θe, φe, b, φb) = 〈Ψ(−)εpˆµs e−iεt|Ψ〉, t→∞, (30)
where the angles θe and φe correspond to the direction pˆ of the ejected electron. Projecting Ψ
(−)
εpˆµs
onto the basis states ϕa and using their orthonormality (see Ref. [43] for details) we come to the
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following expression for the transition amplitude:
T µs(ε, θe, φe, b, φb) =
∑
κ
(−i)lei∆κ
∑
µm
Cjµ
lm 1
2
µs
Ylm(θe, φe)e
i(µi−µ)φb
∑
n
IκεnC˜nκµ(t→∞, b), (31)
where µi is the angular momentum projection of the initial state and the radial overlapping integral
Iκεn is given by
Iκεn =
∫ ∞
0
dr [Gεκ(r)Gnκ(r) + Fεκ(r)Fnκ(r)]. (32)
Then the fully differential ionization probability as a function of the impact parameter b, the
electron ejection energy ε, and the electron ejection angles θe and φe is given by
d3P (b)
dε d(cos θe) dφe
=
∑
µs=± 12
|T µs(ε, θe, φe, b, φb)|2. (33)
We note that in the non-relativistic limit, the electron spin projection at any axis is conserved and,
as a result, one term in Eq. (33) vanishes.
For comparison with an experiment, it is usually more convenient to express the differential prob-
abilities in terms of the transverse (perpendicular to v) component η of the projectile momentum
transfer q rather than the impact parameter b. The projectile momentum transfer is the difference
between the initial (ki) and final (kf ) projectile momenta q = ki − kf .
Transition amplitudes in the b- and η-representations are related by a two-dimensional Fourier
transform [46, 47],
T µs(ε, θe, φe, η, φη) =
1
2pi
∫
db eiη·b eiδ(b) T µs(ε, θe, φe, b, φb), (34)
where δ(b) is the additional phase due to the NN interaction omitted in Eq. (4). This phase
depends on the explicit form of the NN interaction, which may include the Coulomb interaction
between the projectile and the target nucleus, the projectile and the passive target electrons, as
well as polarization effects. In the simple approximation, where the presence of the passive target
electrons is accounted for by changing the target charge ZT to some screened value Zeff ,
VNN(R) =
ZeffZP
R
. (35)
In this case, the phase factor δ(b) reads as
δ(b) =
2ZeffZP
v
ln vb. (36)
Some useful remarks on the derivation and applicability of this expression can be found in Ref. [48].
Moreover, in the present calculations, we explicitly checked that inclusion of the NN interaction (35)
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directly in Eq. (4) or as the phase factor (36) in Eq. (34) gives indistinguishable results.
Using the Jacobi-Anger expansion [49], we express the Fourier transform of the amplitude
T µs(ε, θe, φe, b, φb) as
T µs(ε, θe, φe, η, φη) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dφb
∫ ∞
0
b db
∑
n
in ein(φb−φη) Jn(ηb) eiδ(b) T µs(ε, θe, φe, b, φb). (37)
Here Jn(ηb) is the n-th order Bessel function of the first kind and φη is the azimuthal angle of the
transverse component of the momentum transfer η. The integration over φb gives
T µs(ε, θe, φe, η, φη) =
∑
κ
(−i)lei∆κ
∑
µm
Cjµ
lm 1
2
µs
Ylm(θe, φe) i
(µ−µi) ei(µi−µ)φη
∑
n
IκεnB
µ−µi
nκµ (η), (38)
where
Bmnκµ(η) =
∫ ∞
0
b db Jm(ηb) e
iδ(b) C˜nκµ(t→∞, b). (39)
Then the fully differential ionization probability as a function of the transverse component of the
momentum transfer η, the electron ejection energy ε, and the electron ejection angles θe and φe is
calculated as
d3P (η)
dε d(cos θe) dφe
=
∑
µs=± 12
|T µs(ε, θe, φe, η, φη)|2. (40)
The (fully) triply differential cross section (TDCS) may be expressed as
d3σ
dε dΩe dΩP
= kikf
d3P (η)
dε d(cos θe) dφe
. (41)
This is the cross section for the electron being ejected with the energy in the range from ε to ε+dε
into the solid angle dΩe, while the projectile is scattered into the solid angle dΩP. It depends on
the reference frame through the initial and final projectile momenta, since the solid angle dΩP is
different in the laboratory and center of mass reference frames.
Integrating the TDCS over corresponding variables, one can obtain various doubly differential
cross sections (DDCS), singly differential cross sections (SDCS), and, finally, the total ionization
cross section. From the sets of DDCS and SDCS, we focus here only on those, in which significant
disagreements with the previously published results have been found. These are the DDCS d
2σ
dε dη
and SDCS dσ
dε
. The former is defined by
d2σ
dε dη
=
η
kikf
∫ 2pi
0
d2σ
dε dΩP
dφP, (42)
where
d2σ
dε dΩP
=
∫
d3σ
dε dΩe dΩP
dΩe (43)
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and φP is the azimuthal angle of the scattered projectile. In our approach, it can be calculated as
d2σ
dε dη
= η
∫ 2pi
0
dφη
∫ 1
−1
d(cos θe)
∫ 2pi
0
dφe
d3P (η)
dε d(cos θe) dφe
. (44)
The latter is defined as
dσ
dε
=
∫
dΩe
∫
dΩP
d3σ
dε dΩe dΩP
(45)
and can be easier calculated in the b- rather than in η-representation as
dσ
dε
=
∫ ∞
0
b db
∫ 2pi
0
dφb
∫ 1
−1
d(cos θe)
∫ 2pi
0
dφe
d3P (b)
dε d(cos θe) dφe
. (46)
We note that due to the symmetry, the fully differential ionization probability d
3P (b)
dε d(cos θe) dφe
depends
on φb and φe only through their difference, and the integration in Eq. (46) can be simplified. The
similar arguments for the
d3P (η)
dε d(cos θe) dφe
allow us to simplify the integration in Eq. (44). The SDCS
calculated by means of Eqs. (46) and (26) for positive energies εa should be the same. This criterion
can serve for checking of the calculations involving the wave function of the ejected electron defined
by Eq. (27).
A useful check for the convergence over the basis set size is to obtain the first-order perturbative
solution of the coupled-channel equations (9):
CB1a (t, b) = δai − i
∫ t
−∞
dt′ei(εa−εi)t
′〈ϕa|VP|ϕi〉. (47)
Cross sections calculated using this perturbative solution should then be compared with the corre-
sponding cross sections in the first Born approximation (FBA). We note that in the FBA, the NN
interaction does not contribute to the cross sections due to orthogonality of the wave functions in
Eq. (47).
III. RESULTS
A. Details of calculations
We used the theory described above to calculate cross sections for ionization in the antiproton-
hydrogen collision. In the present calculation for the antiproton-hydrogen collision, we did not
include in the expansion (6) negative-energy continuum states, which result from the target Hamil-
tonian diagonalization. Furthermore, we omitted high-energy states with εk > 10 a.u. With these
restrictions, the basis set consisted of 45 radial functions for each angular symmetry. The states
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with the angular momentum-parity quantum number κ = ±1, . . . ,±8,−9, which corresponds to
l = 0, . . . , 8, were included in the basis set. The coupled-channel equations (13) were solved from
zmin = −60 a.u. to zmax = 60 a.u., where z = vt is the z-component of the projectile position.
B. Antiproton-impact ionization of atomic hydrogen
Let us start with presenting the total ionization cross sections. In Table I, the present results
of the full coupled-channel (cc) as well as corresponding FBA mode calculations, obtained by
Eq. (23) are compared with the results of the non-perturbative approaches of Refs. [22, 42] and
the analytical FBA results (see, e.g., Refs. [24, 46]). Comparing the second and third columns
Table I: Total ionization cross sections (in units of 10−16 cm−2) of atomic hydrogen under
antiproton impact at various impact energies. The CCC and TDCC results are from Refs. [42]
and [22], respectively.
Energy (keV) Analytical FBA Present FBA CCC TDCC Present full
30 2.15 2.16 1.35 1.46 1.37
200 0.77 0.77 0.66 0.65 0.68
500 0.36 0.36 0.34 0.33 0.35
of the table, one can see that the present FBA mode results are in excellent agreement with
the analytical ones at all antiproton impact energies under consideration. The results of the full
calculation are also in good agreement with the previous studies of Refs. [22, 42]. However, the
results of Ciappina et al. [22] at 30 keV impact are noticeably larger than the present ones and
the results of Ref. [42].
Briefly discussed the total ionization cross sections, we turn to the triply differential cross sections.
Following Abdurakhmanov et al. [21] and Ciappina et al. [22], we adopt their conventions. So the
direction of the scattered projectile is fixed by the value of the momentum transfer q or by the
projectile deviation angle θP. The polar angle θe of the ejected electron runs from −180◦ to 180◦
relative to the direction of the momentum transfer. The electron emission is considered in the
scattering plane only.
Fig. 1 shows the TDCS for ionization of atomic hydrogen by impact of 200-keV antiprotons with
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a scattering angle of 0.2 mrad and for an ejected electron energy of 4 eV. The results of the non-
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analytical FBA
present FBA
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QM-CCC
TDCC
Figure 1: TDCS for antiproton-impact ionization of hydrogen at 200 keV in the scattering plane.
The scattering angle of the projectile is 0.2 mrad and the ejected electron energy is 4 eV. The
results of the QM-CCC and TDCC approaches are from Refs. [21] and [22], respectively.
perturbative QM-CCC [21] and TDCC [22] approaches along with the FBA analytical results and
the present FBA mode results (see Eq. (47)) are also shown. In the figure, one can see perfect
agreement between the FBA mode results and the analytical FBA results, which in the following
will be labeled as FBA without indicating the type. This agreement verifies the convergence of our
results in the FBA mode as well as in the full calculation. All displayed curves demonstrate the
two-peak structure with the binary peak in the direction of the momentum transfer and the recoil
peak in the opposite direction. Note that the FBA TDCS are always symmetric with respect to
the momentum transfer direction. Comparing to the FBA, all presented non-perturbative theories
predict the reduced binary and enhanced recoil peaks both rotated away from the direction of
the scattered antiproton. For both peaks the expected positions agree with each other, however,
there is a noticeable discrepancy in the magnitude. The present results being in good agreement
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with the QM-CCC results lie significantly above the TDCC results. Ciappina et al. [22] assumed
that it is the non-perturbative treatment of the higher-order electron-projectile terms of close-
coupling formalisms rather than the NN interaction effect, as it was proposed by Abdurakhmanov
et al. [21], which leads to the shift of the binary and recoil peaks relatively to the FBA results. In
our semiclassical calculations the NN interaction is treated as the phase factor in Eq. (39), i.e. in
the same way as in the TDCC calculations of Ref. [22]. Thus we are also able to examine the role
of the NN interaction by taking it into account or ignoring in the performed calculations.
In Fig. 2, we display the TDCS for the same parameters as in Fig. 1, together with the results of
the calculation neglecting the NN interaction (δ(b) ≡ 0 in Eq. (36)). The corresponding results
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Figure 2: The same as Fig. 1, but the results of calculation neglecting the NN interaction are also
shown.
of Ref. [22] and the FBA results are also shown. Here we indeed see that inclusion of the NN
interaction does not affect the position of the binary peak, in accordance with the suggestion of
Ref. [22]. Moreover, in our calculation the inclusion of the NN interaction also significantly reduces
the TDCS. However, the peak value of the present TDCS obtained in the calculation ignoring the
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NN interaction is about 10% smaller than the FBA result, whereas the peak value of the TDCC
TDCS [22] is only about 50% of the FBA result.
In Figs. 3 and 4, the TDCS for higher electron ejection energies of 7 and 10 eV, respectively, are
presented. For every curve in these figures, the overall form is the same as for a lower energy
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Figure 3: TDCS for antiproton-impact ionization of hydrogen at 200 keV in the scattering plane.
The scattering angle of the projectile is 0.2 mrad and the ejected electron energy is 7 eV. The
results of the QM-CCC and TDCC approaches are from Refs. [21] and [22], respectively.
ejection of 4 eV (see Fig. 1) and the positions of the binary and recoil peaks are nearly unchanged.
One again can see good agreement between the present and QM-CCC results of Ref. [21], which are
almost indistinguishable except for the binary-peak maximum at about 13◦ and the minimum at
about 86◦. The small differences at these regions increase with increasing the energy of the ejected
electron. The binary peak positions of the TDCC TDCS of Ref. [22] agree with the present for
both energies, however, there is again the inconsistency in the magnitude. Moreover, the TDCC
TDCS increase with increasing the energy of the ejected electron in contradiction with the other
theories.
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Figure 4: TDCS for antiproton-impact ionization of hydrogen at 200 keV in the scattering plane.
The scattering angle of the projectile is 0.2 mrad and the ejected electron energy is 10 eV. The
results of the QM-CCC and TDCC approaches are from Refs. [21] and [22], respectively.
Next, following Refs. [21, 22], we investigate the TDCS for various projectile scattering angles.
The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For all presented non-perturbative theories the magnitude
of the binary peak decreases with increasing the projectile scattering angle, in accordance with
the FBA. The position of the binary peak shifts to its FBA position with increasing the projectile
scattering angle. Here we again see the mismatch between the present and QM-CCC results from
the one hand and the TDCC results from the other hand. This mismatch grows with increasing
the projectile scattering angle.
The TDCS at an antiproton incident energy of 500 keV are shown in Fig. 7. Note that at such
a high impact energy, the FBA TDCS still differs from the non-perturbative ones, while the
total ionization cross sections predicted by all approaches agree much better with each other (see
Table I). Here the results of the present approach, QM-CCC and TDCC agree in magnitude.
However, in contrast to the previously discussed examples for the 200 keV impact, the binary peak
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Figure 5: TDCS for antiproton-impact ionization of hydrogen at 200 keV in the scattering plane.
The scattering angle of the projectile is 0.1 mrad and the ejected electron energy is 4 eV. The
results of the QM-CCC and TDCC approaches are from Refs. [21] and [22], respectively.
of TDCC TDCS is slightly shifted to the right compared to the present results and QM-CCC data.
This may be caused by the inconsistency in the main text and the caption of Fig. 3 in Ref. [22].
In the caption, it is stated that TDCS is plotted for the value of the total momentum transfer q =
0.25 a.u., while in the main text, that for the value of the transverse component of the momentum
transfer q⊥ ≡ η = 0.25 a.u., which corresponds to the antiproton scattering angle θP = 0.061 mrad
indicated there. The angle θf between the direction of the final projectile momentum kf and the
direction of the momentum transfer q equals to 52.3◦ and 58.6◦ for q = 0.25 a.u. and η = 0.25 a.u.,
respectively. We would like to point out that the TDCS for this kinematical regime has been first
calculated within the CP method by McGovern et al. [19]. However, it is almost indistinguishable
from the QM-CCC results of Ref. [21].
The DDCS in energy of the ejected electron and transverse component of the projectile momentum
transfer d
2σ
dε dη
for various energies of the ejected electron as a function of the transverse component
of the projectile momentum transfer η at an incident antiproton energy of 200 keV is presented
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Figure 6: TDCS for antiproton-impact ionization of hydrogen at 200 keV in the scattering plane.
The scattering angle of the projectile is 0.3 mrad and the ejected electron energy is 4 eV. The
results of the QM-CCC and TDCC approaches are from Refs. [21] and [22], respectively.
in Fig. 8. The results of the TDCC approach of Ref. [22] are also shown. It is clearly seen that
for all energies of the ejected electron the present results disagree with the TDCC results both
in the magnitude and shape. For small values of η, the present results for low energies of the
ejected electron are larger than those for high ejection energies. For large values of η, the picture
is inverted in accordance with the FBA, which is not shown here. It means that for large values
of the momentum transfer the maximum of the DDCS is shifted from zero emission energy. For
example, for η = 1.75 a.u. this maximum is located about ε = 25 eV in the FBA. In contrast, the
TDCC results for high energy of the ejected electron are larger than those for low energy in the
whole range of the momentum transfer. The DDCS d
2σ
dε dη
being integrated over η gives the SDCS
dσ
dε
, which in this case unexpectedly increases with increasing the energy of the ejected electron.
The TDCC DDCS indicate also pronounced structures in the variation of η, which are not observed
in our results.
At a higher antiproton incident energy of 500 keV, Ciappina et al. [22] found similar patterns as
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Figure 7: TDCS for antiproton-impact ionization of hydrogen at 500 keV in the scattering plane.
The momentum transfer q is 0.25 a.u. and the ejected electron energy is 5 eV. The results of the
QM-CCC and TDCC approaches are from Refs. [21] and [22], respectively.
shown in Fig. 8 for the 200 keV impact. However, these patterns are still too far from ours, which
are very close to the FBA results and are not shown here.
In order to explore the role of the NN interaction, it is more useful to consider DDCS at lower
projectile incident energies. In Fig. 9, we display the DDCS d
2σ
dε dη
as a function of transverse
momentum transfer η for an ejected electron energy of 5 eV at an antiproton incident energy of
30 keV. It is obvious that the DDCS is strongly influenced by the NN interaction in the whole range
of the momentum transfer. However, no oscillatory structures in the variation of η are observed
again. The reason of the strong contradiction between the present and TDCC results for DDCS
is unclear to us.
Fig. 10 shows the SDCS in energy of the ejected electron dσ
dε
at an incident antiproton energy of
30 keV together with the results of the non-perturbative approaches of Refs. [20, 21, 23]. The
results of all approaches are in good agreement for the electron ejection energies larger than 7 eV.
However, the low-energy behavior is different. The WP-CCC SDCS of Abdurakhmanov et al. [23]
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Figure 8: DDCS as a function of the transverse component of momentum transfer for an energy
of the ejected electron of 1, 10, and 20 eV at an antiproton incident energy of 200 keV. The
results of the TDCC approach are from Refs. [22].
has a maximum away from the zero emission energy, contrary to the other results. The present
SDCS calculated using Eq. (46) is in excellent agreement with the CP results of McGovern et
al. [19], and monotonically increases with decreasing the electron ejected energy. In order to verify
this behavior, we also calculated SDCS using Eq. (26), which is also valid for negative energies,
where it describes the excitation rather than the ionization process. For positive energies, the
results obtained by Eq. (26) are in perfect agreement with the results obtained by Eq. (46),
and smoothly increase with decreasing the energy below the ionization threshold. This smooth
transition between the excitation to high-energy bound states and the ionization to low-energy
continuum states is quite reasonable from a general point of view.
The WP-CCC method recently developed by Abdurakhmanov et al. [23] is formulated in the
framework of the single-center semiclassical convergent close coupling approach. The key feature
of the method is using stationary wave packets for discretization of the continuous spectrum of
the target. Such continuum discretization allows one to generate pseudostates with arbitrary
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Figure 9: DDCS as a function of the transverse component of momentum transfer for an ejected
electron of 5 eV at an antiproton incident energy of 30 keV.
energies and distribution. The reason of the low-energy fall of the WP-CCC results might be
a poor implementation of the wave packets describing low-energy states. By construction, the
wave packets form an orthonormal basis for positive-energy states. However, a low-energy wave
packet of a fine width has a huge size in the coordinate space. This requires the upper limit of
the integration over the radial variable in the calculation of the matrix elements to be very large,
which is hard to achieve. Furthermore, the results of the FBA mode calculation are determined
by the matrix element involving the initial rather localized ground state, and thus are insensitive
to the shape of the final state wave packet at large distances. This might be a reason of the good
agreement of the WP-CCC results in the FBA mode with the analytical FBA predictions (see
Fig. 9 in Ref. [23]).
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C. C6+-impact ionization of hydrogenlike xenon ion
Finally, in order to examine relativistic effects, we have considered the 100 MeV/u C6+-Xe53+
collision. The 100 MeV/u carbon nuclei have already been used to study the fully differential
cross sections for single ionization of helium atom [3]. The impact-parameter dependencies of the
total ionization probabilities from the K- and L-shells have been calculated. In order to explore
the relativistic effects induced by a large target charge, we also carried out the calculation in the
non-relativistic limit, where the standard value of the speed of light c was multiplied by a factor
of 1000. The comparison of the results of both calculations is shown in Fig. 11. From the figure,
one can see that the relativistic effects enhance the total ionization probability at small impact
parameters and reduce it at large ones for all considered states. Also noticeable is the dominance
of the ionization from the 1s state at small impact parameters. In contrast to the ionization from
the 1s and 2s states, the total ionization probability from the 2p states, averaged over the values
of total angular momentum and its projections, is convex upwards at small impact parameters.
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Figure 11: Impact-parameter dependence of the total ionization probability in the 100 MeV/u
C6+-Xe53+ collision for various initial states. The results of the calculation in the non-relativistic
limit are also shown.
It is also worth to consider the impact-parameter dependence of the total ionization probability
from the 2p states with various quantum numbers j and µ. These results together with the
results of the corresponding non-relativistic calculation are shown in Fig. 12. The total ionization
probability does not depend on the sign of the projections µ and m. However, for both calculations,
it significantly depends on its absolute value. In the relativistic calculation, the total ionization
probability depends also on the total angular momentum j of the initial 2p state.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have presented the relativistic semiclassical approach based on the Dirac equa-
tion to calculation of differential ionization cross sections in ion-atom collisions. B-splines are used
to discretize the Dirac continua of the target. As the first test, the method has been applied to cal-
culation of various differential cross sections for antiproton-impact ionization of atomic hydrogen.
Several discrepancies in available results of non-perturbative approaches based on the Schro¨dinger
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Figure 12: Impact-parameter dependence of the total ionization probability in the 100 MeV/u
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equation have been resolved. We may assume that the TDCC calculations performed by Ciappina
et al. [22] have an issue at the stage of the Fourier transform from the b- to η-representation of the
ionization amplitude. We also suppose that the low-energy behavior of the WP-CCC SDCS found
by Abdurakhmanov et al. [23] arises from the lack of normalization of thin wave packets with a
small energy.
The method has also been applied to explore the relativistic effects on the total ionization proba-
bility from the K- and L-shells of hydrogenlike xenon ion under the impact of carbon nuclei. The
approach is also suitable for investigation of more complicated many-electron targets.
In future, we plan to apply the developed approach to study ionization processes at the differential
level in collisions involving heavy targets, where the relativistic effects are extremely important.
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